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Nurturing a Love of Learning
By Neil Squires, Chief Executive

“Nurture'(verb):
• To#care#and#protect#(someone#or#
something)#while#they#are#growing
• Help#or#encourage#the#development#of
• Cherish#(a#hope,#a#belief,#or#ambition)
Origin:

•

Middle#English:#from#Old#French#
noureture#'nourishment'”
Oxford'Dictionary

children*and*young*people*very*well*and*
have*established*positive*and*healthy*
relationships*with*them.*Staﬀ*use*
nurturing*approaches*skilfully*to*help*
children*build*resilience*and*to*explore*
and*express*their*feelings.”*
Joint'Inspection'Report,'May'2013

Central#to#our#philosophy#of#education#
and#care#at#Harmeny#is#our#relational'
The#deﬁnition#and#origin#of#the#word#
approach.#Trusting#relationships#are#at#
‘nurture’#is#beautiful#and#evocative.#It#
the#heart#of#everything#we#do#and#
perfectly#describes#the#process#and#
through#the#skill,#patience#and#creativity#
approach#we,#as#responsible#adults,#
of#our#staﬀ#group,#children#are#able#to#
must#take#in#ensuring#the#children#in#our# overcome#fears,#discover#talents#and#
care#grow#and#ﬂourish.
grow#in#self#conﬁdence.#Seeing#children#
begin#to#develop#a#love#of#learning#and#
Children#who#come#to#Harmeny#have#
take#pride#in#their#achievements#is#truly#
often#had#severely#disrupted#learning,#
inspirational.
through#no#fault#of#their#own.#They#
may#be#behind#with#their#core#
literacy#and#numeracy#skills#and#due#
to#their#emotional#needs#may#not#
have#accessed#the#wide#range#of#
leaning#opportunities#and#
experiences#that#every#child#
deserves.
During#their#time#at#Harmeny,#it#is#
our#job#to#ensure#that#children#
receive#the#very#best#education#
possible.#Our#recent#outstanding#
joint#inspection#report#recognised#
that#literacy,#numeracy#and#health#and#
wellbeing#were#at#the#heart#of#our#
curriculum.#It#also#recognised#the#
excellent#nurturing#approaches#we#use#
to#support#children#with#their#learning:
“The*eﬀectiveness*of*the*school’s*
approaches*to*supporting*children’s*
development*and*learning*is*excellent.*
All*staﬀ*are*fully*committed*to*providing*
a*caring,*secure*and*nurturing*
environment*for*children.*They*know*

Every#year#we#are#required#to#prepare#a#
report#for#the#Scottish#Government#on#
children’s#outcomes#R#and#I#am#always#
moved#and#inspired#by#the#truly#
remarkable#achievements#of#our#
children.#This#is#simply#one#example:
C*had*no*schooling*for*a*period*of*time*
before*joining*us*and*had*a*very*negative*
perception*of*herself*as*a*learner.*She*is*
now*keen*to*take*part*in*all*activities*
across*the*school*day;*has*shown*a*

natural*aptitude*in*allotment*work,*PE*
and*Outdoor*Learning;*has*begun*to*sing*
at*choir;*took*part*in*natureIthemed*
drama/role*play*lessons;*likes*to*work*
independently*on*art*projects;*does*not*
shy*away*from*opportunities*provided*by*
her*music*teacher;*took*part*in*the*
Christmas*Show;*shows*her*work*at*
Friday*Meeting;*and*enjoys*educational*
trips.
One#of#our#Core#Values#at#Harmeny#is:
“To'be'encouraging:#To*have*high*
expectations,*encouraging*individual*
talent,*building*on*strengths*and*praising*
children*at*every*opportunity.*To*
endeavour*to*inspire*and*enable*children*
to*develop,*achieve*and*strive*to*fulﬁl*
their*potential*as*lifeIlong*learners.”
We#hope#that#the#opportunities#and#
encouragement#children#receive#at#
Harmeny#will#indeed#inspire#them#
to#be#life#long#learners.#Their#
courage,#determination#and#
remarkable#achievements#certainly#
inspire#us!
Within#the#following#pages#are#
some#examples#of#children’s#
wonderful#endeavours#and#
outcomes#achieved#within#the#
vibrant#Harmeny#community…##a#
learning#and#living#community#I#feel#very#
proud#to#be#part#of.
And#I#hope#the#words#and#pictures#
contained#within#this#edition#of#the#
Herald#might#just#inspire#you#to#nurture#
some#learning#of#your#own…
With#very#best#wishes,
Neil'Squires
Chief'Executive

“Harmeny'Recollections”
We#are#compiling#a#short#book#based#on#interviews#done#when#celebrating#50#years#of#Harmeny#a#few#years#ago#as#well#as#some#archive#
material.#We#are#now#planning#to#launch#the#book,#comprising#words#and#photos,#in#March#2014#and#would#be#delighted#to#hear#from#ex#
staﬀ#or#residents#who#have#worked#or#lived#at#Harmeny#over#the#years.#Please#get#in#touch#on#0131#449#3938#or#at##admin@harmeny.org.uk

Learning Mentors: creating a passion for
Life Long Learning
Aileen Jamieson, Head of Education

secure foundation for the future of my

learning experiences and giving me one of
life’s greatest gifts – the skills to learn.

So how do we help to develop or build

on a love of learning at Harmeny School?
Most of us will have
at least one area of

interest in our lives –

this may include

travelling, history, sewing, gardening or
aviation amongst many others.

Our levels of interest and the efforts

we put into building our knowledge base

and the acquisition of new skills may vary
but what will be clear is our passion for
the subject area and our motivation to

know more and do better. Our love of
learning will be evident and obviously

driven by our interests and the fact we can
choose.

One of the main challenges within

schools is not only to ‘hook’ children into
being motivated to learn, but to build on
this motivation and help them become
independent learners. The skills and
attitude they acquire will develop a

lifelong love of learning, which will benefit
them in many ways.

There are many benefits for children

who have developed a love of learning

How do we ‘hook’ children into learning?

child comes to Harmeny. Children who

with people who allow children to explore

and this is particularly obvious when a

Quite simply through trusting relationships

have been given opportunities to ‘learn for

and experiment as learners.

new activities, are more likely to

relationships with children and through

positively to praise and encouragement.

as learners and be able to support them in

themselves’ have more confidence to try

persevere, are more resourceful and react
They tackle each and every new learning

experience with a sense of challenge and

their reward is the satisfaction of doing so.
They find out about themselves in the

process and are more reflective in relation
to what they can and cannot do-

celebrating the former and learning not to
give themselves a hard time with the
latter.

From an early age, I was encouraged

to find answers to my own questions

All Harmeny staff build positive

time this allows them to get to know them
what may have been a daunting
experience.

One of the most important skills that

Harmeny staff have is the ability to really
listen to children. This enables them to
identify what children really need and
really want within their learning

environment and they then are able to
provide creative opportunities and

contexts in which children will feel safe,
will develop their love of learning and

through looking at books, discussion,

have a purpose to being in school.

and being creative in how I may go about

responsibility of teachers – as with my

seeking out the people with the answers
my quest.

My mentor was my dad who, without

knowing it at the time, was building a

This doesn't have to be only the

dad, we all have the means to be learning

mentors and to help our children become

the motivated learners they deserve to be.

Harmeny in the Community

Awards abound at
Gardening
Scotland

A delicious time at the Edinburgh
International Book Festival!

Harvest Distribution

Learning'to'love'the'earth'
and'how'to'help'it''sustain'us
Linda'Gowans,'Principal'Teacher

Until&recent&times,&businesses&and&individuals&operated&on&
the&basis&that&the&natural&resources&and&services&that&the&
planet&provided&were&never&ending.&Thankfully,&the&world&is&waking&up&to&the&
real&cost&of&the&degradation&of&the&Earth's&wildlife&and&resources.&The&livelihood&
and&employment&of&hundreds&of&millions&of&people&depend&upon&the&world's&
natural&resources,&and&unfortunately&we&know&their&loss&is&felt&hardest&by&the&
world’s&poor.
&&&&&At&Harmeny,&we&are&aware&that&our&young&people&are&our&future&citizens&&and&we&would&
The Eco W
arrior’s Dia
like&to&empower&them,&through&education,&to&work&towards&an&economically,&socially&and&
ry
environmentally&fair&world.&
&&&&&The&Eco&Schools&programme&is&run&in&53&countries&around&the&world,&linking&more&than&
Hello,
40,000&schools.&It&supports&schools&to&become&more&sustainable&by&providing&a&
my name is Brad and I
framework&to&embed&sustainability&principles&into&the&heart&of&each&school&community.&
am an Eco Warrior. We
Good&habits&learned&in&schools&are&followed&through&into&homes&and&communities.
have a new Eco
Schools&work&towards&gaining&one&of&three&internationally&recognised&awards&–&Bronze,&
Committee and there
Silver&and&the&Green&Flag&award&which&symbolises&excellence&in&the&ﬁeld&of&
are seven children on
environmental&activity.
it. In every Harmeny
Herald we would like to
&&&&&Undertaking&the&Eco–Schools&programme&is&a&long&term&journey&and&it&takes&time&to&
tell you a bit about being an Eco School
implement&the&diﬀerent&elements&of&the&framework&and&engage&staﬀ,&children&and&the&
and our jobs as Eco Warriors.
community.&We&have&made&a&good&start.&Our&Allotment&and&its&links&with&Food&and&
What does an Eco Warrior do? An
Nutrition&continues&to&develop&the&children’s&knowledge&of&food,&the&environment&and&
Eco Warrior helps to keep the
healthy&living.&Our&Harvest&Festival&celebrates&our&good&fortune&in&obtaining&a&harvest&
environment clean and save the earth
which&we&can&then&share&with&others&in&the&community,&and&draws&a&stark&contrast&to&
by encouraging everyone to look after
those&countries&where&the&harvest&has&failed.&Our&One&
the planet. My jobs this term are to
Planet&Picnic&sources&locally&produced&food&and&
see the Chief Executive about a Litter
develops&an&awareness&of&seasonality.&This&year&the&
Policy, and to look after the Ragbag Bin
children&squeezed&their&own&fresh,&unpasteurised&apple&
where we send all our old clothes for
juice&–&it&was&delicious!&Our&new&Eco&Committee&has&
recycling.
seven&children&(Eco&Warriors)&who&carried&out&an&audit&
Remember to keep the earth clean.
to&assess&the&environmental&performance&of&the&
Don’t empty your pockets in the street
school.&The&Eco&Warriors&will&roll&out&responsibilities&to&
and if you see litter remember to pick
others&in&the&school&and&hopefully&one&day&we&might&
it up and put it in a bin.
earn&a&green&ﬂag.&
Strange things have been going on in the
fields around Harmeny:
children often disappear
in the area behind the
staff car park and come
back with their cheeks
glowing, talking about
bedding plants, sowing
and other things the
average inhabitant of
the Scottish capital
would not know much
about. Then the adults
started getting long lists e-mailed to them and
now they keep disappearing in the area behind
the staff car park! They usually return with
boxes under their arm, overflowing with green
stuff.
The office chat also has changed during the
summer months: You don’t ask your colleagues
any more what they did over the weekend, you
actually ask them now what they cooked….
Don’t be surprised to get answers like “I had a
massive portion of fresh salad followed by a
stir-fry made of kale, new potatoes, charlottes
and summer cabbage”. The reply to this may

The Harmeny Green Belt
sound something like
this: “I can’t wait until the
cucumbers and tomatoes
are ripe…..”
Yes, you may have
gathered it by now, the
new Harmeny allotment
has taken off in style, and
we harvested the fruits of
the hard work Sam Parry,
Allotment Coordinator, and the children from
the cottages have invested during the spring. It
appears that this has turned the Harmeny
community into a bunch of salad crunching,
leaf munching rabbits…. and as often with
these things, the children lead the way. It is
amazing to see what time and effort they put
into helping Sam with harvesting and watering
the plants. They love to do the ‘gardening club’
and often return to the cottage with a handful of
greenery and are keen that those ingredients
are prepared and served. It is also amazing to
see how they like to try out new vegetables, as
if they think “I have pulled it out of the ground

myself, therefore it must be okay”. The best
situation I witnessed this summer was two boys
from Eason cottage forcefully encouraging a
visitor to eat a second helping of lettuce and an
extra few cabbage leaves….
People who know me will be aware that I
like to indulge myself with a biscuit or five
sometimes, but the quality of the vegetables
grown at Harmeny now is simply amazing:
When you order a salad bag from Sam, he will
pick it for you on the day, you collect it at the
end of your working day and can eat it for your
tea two or three hours later. It could not be any
fresher. And the taste is simply divine. My
children were intrigued when we had fried
potatoes consisting of purple tatties….
It appears that this influx of vegetables has
led everybody in the Harmeny community to
take a renewed interest in healthy living,
making good choices and as a consequence
become a little healthier.
So next time you come for a visit don’t be
surprised if you are offered fresh salad and a
cabbage leaf instead of a biscuit…..
Thomas Beutenmuller
Assistant Residential Manager

Story-Telling and Poetry Month
Poetry#Month#came#to#Harmeny#in#October#this#year#when#children#and#staff#were#invited#
to#submit#a#favourite#poem#of#their#own#or#someone#they#admire.##The#response#was#
terrific!#We#chose#two#poems#on#the#Halloween#theme#of#‘Fear’#to#include#here:
When fear is rampant inside your mind
by Neena Livingstone,Class Teacher

When fear is rampant inside my mind
It gnaws and tears and bites and grinds
It rips and tears into pieces and shreds
My hopes and dreams of what lies ahead.
When fear is in me, it steals my sleep.
It growls and groans and makes me weak.
It takes my mind to places not real
Disturbs my peace and mocks how I feel.
But when I am afraid, I know you are here
I open my heart and give you my tears
I let you embrace the child within me
And take me to a place that is safe and free.

Winners! Eason Cottage

Fear

by Calvin

Fear is like being alone in the woods in the dark
It tastes like mouldy milk
It smells like old compost bins
It looks like looking out my window into darkness
It sounds like a screeching lemur in the distance
It feels like being alone in an attic.

Hi.&My&name&is&Jordan&and&I&will&be&giving&you&a&little&more&information&on&the&Harmeny&
#
Storytelling.&&We&had&a&storyteller&come&to&Harmeny&and&he&told&us&about&how&he&had&
travelled&the&world&to&learn&about&diﬀerent&stories.&It&inspired&us,&so&every&cottage&made&up&
their&own&story&and&the&school&ran&a&storytelling&competition.&&In&Eason&cottage,&I&helped&the&
smaller&kids&along&with&Kraig.&We&came&up&with&the&idea&of&the&cottage&in&the&future.&So&we&
made&a&script,&then&we&made&props&to&ﬁt&the&script.&We&then&started&making&hats&and&clothes&
and&organizing&who&would&read&what&part&of&the&script&(but&I&ended&up&reading&the&whole&
thing!).&&At&the&Storytelling&Meeting,&all&the&other&cottages&went&before&Eason.&All&the&kids&
had&to&vote&for&who&they&thought&told&the&best&story.&The&adults&were&not&allowed&to&vote.&We&
then&sat&back&and&waited&for&the&results.&I&had&a&feeling&we&would&win.&We&won&and&got&sweets.
Jordan

Harmeny wins a “Star” as it prepares for Book Week Scotland
Darren’s reading has come on in ‘leaps and bounds’ since his care team at Caroline Cottage facilitated a meeting with Chris
Leslie, a worker from the Scottish Book Trust. Darren and Chris talked about the books and authors that they both enjoy, and
then this led on to Harmeny being selected as one of the Book Week’s Star Organisations with a generous grant attached to
it. Ian Reid explained to me what Harmeny will do with its £600 grant:
“We hope to use our award to facilitate whole Harmeny community involvement in Book Week Scotland and to tie in with
the learning and therapeutic purpose of Harmeny. At the heart of our philosophy at Harmeny lies the importance of
relationships in all aspects of life. Storytelling, books, comics, the written word, etc. can all be important therapeutic and
learning ‘tools’. We plan to give every child the opportunity to experience the joy, thoughtfulness, and ‘challenge’ of
choosing and buying a book for someone who is significant to them. Equally we want that ‘significant adult’ to share the
experience by doing the same for and with the child. Each child will spend a full day with their ‘adult’ going into Edinburgh
with the overall focus being on the adult facilitating a myriad of experiences, each of which will have direct relevance to
their learning ‘in school.’ A visit to a bookshop to browse, muse, dip into books, select and buy books for each other will be
a common element in all the trips. Sharing and learning from the experience of reading these books will be a vital ‘next
step’ after this.”
Nancy Adams
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If)you)have)enjoyed)reading)
about)our)latest)exploits)and)
would)like)to)help)support)the)
school,)you)may)wish)to)become)
one)of)our)Friends.))
You)can)ﬁnd)out)more)about)
Friends)of)Harmeny)by)visiting)the)
website.))You)can)also)contact)us)
through)email:)
friends@harmeny.org.uk)
or)by)post:

Friends)of)Harmeny)School,)
Mansﬁeld)Road,)Balerno,)
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